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Welcome to St. Peter! JBS Celebrates
the Bjorling Centenary
by Ward Murray
Bjiirling as well as the Dean and Provost of
Gustavus Adolphus College, followed by
the respective society presidents, Richard
Copeman, Bengt Krantz, and Walter
Rudolph speaking in Sue Flaster's stead.
Schedules are made to be changed
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any ofus arrived in St. Peter on
June 22nd to dark grey skies,
blustery wind, and only 65
degrees Fahrenheit: we went scurrying to
the Gustavus Adolphus College store to
buy hoodies and windbreakers. This was
in stark contrast to the balmy temperatures and blue skies a decade earlier. The
grey clouds extended to the news that our
president and driving force behind the
centenary conference, Sue Flaster, would
be unable to attend because of a painful
back injury.
On Thursday morning, all three of the
Bjiirling societies \~re well represented. A
warm welcome was extended by Anders

M

Andrew Farkas's arrival was delayed due to
a canceled flight so he was not able to deliver the keynote address until later in the
afternoon. Some creative shuffling of the
lineup resulted in Dan Shea and Seth Winner being first at bat. Their presentation of
the "Jussi Bjorling Live" four-CD set, was
very well done. Wonderful examples of
this essential collection were played along
with the back stories behind the discoveries
of recordings in the best possible sound,
the particular challenges to the sound engineer, and how those challenges were
met. Seth and Dan included a bonus in
their presentation with a newly discovered
and unpublished recording of Jussi singing
"Funiculi, funicula:' It was spectacular!
That will no doubt be issued on another
CD with some other unpublished material.
The spectacular final concert in Gothenburg was represented by the playing of "I
fjarran land (In fernem land)" from Locontinued on page 2
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hengrin. Anders Bjorling expressed his
heartfelt gratitude to Seth and Dan for
including this final concert in the set.
Harald Henrysson's presentation on the
history of the Grona Lund concerts and his
efforts from the early 1970s to preserve
them was excellent. While Jussi performed
at Grona Lund and Skansen about fifty
times each between 1934 and 1960, these
recordings cover the period 1950 - 1960.
The seven examples he played, of the 65
selections available on the new, complete,
three-CD set were in excellent sound.
These recordings were re-mastered by
Christer Eklund with proper pitch and
speed correction, and there is a noticeable
improvement upon the volumes released
earlier. If it were not for Harald's efforts in
the early 1970s to transfer all ofJussi's
Grona Lund recordings, this valuable treasure would have gone up in smoke with the
rest of the Grona Lund sound archive in a
fire some years later. In any event, recordings of songs and arias that Jussi recorded
nowhere else have been saved for posterity.
The impact of Andrew Farkas's keynote
speech was in no way diminished by the
fact that it closed the first day's conference.
In his far-reaching remarks Andrew made
mention of the emotional response elicited
upon hearing the name "Jussi Bjorling;' but
for the most part just "Jussi" was sufficient- not in an over-familiar or condescending way, but coming from the deepest
respect. He discussed the prominence of
the "original three tenors;' beginning with
Caruso, the foundational modern tenor
and paradigm; Gigli, Anna-Lisa's favorite
tenor next to her husband, and of course,
Jussi himself. The parallels between Caruso
and Jussi are not unsubstantial. They both
made recordings during a time when there
was no outside manipulation. Their color,
tone, and timbre were fixed qualities; qualities which could not be taught or improved.
They also shared a vocal coach in Tullio
Voghera-Jussi from 1930-1943. Both
enjoyed worldwide acclaim and both died

before the age of fifty.
Jussi's voice was unduplicatableunique. He set the bar higher for all
singers who followed. He also possessed
something that Caruso and Gigli, with all
their outstanding attributes, did not possess-breadth of repertoire. Jussi sang
Mozart, German Lieder, oratorio, and popular song, in addition to French and Italian
opera. He sang in eight different languages. Caruso is often cited as the touchstone, but Jussi's recorded legacy is vast in
comparison. One must remember that
Caruso recorded just 262 sides consisting
of2-5 minutes duration each. We have literally hundreds of hours ofJussi to enjoy.
Andrew concluded his address with a
moving tribute to Anna-Lisa Berg, devoted
wife and helpmate, who committed heart
and soul to Jussi and their children, and
who passed away in November 2006-an
extraordinary woman.
Anders Bjorling hosted a wonderful
cocktail reception at his home to complete
the day. The general bonhomie was conducive to good conversation, catching up
with old friends and making new ones, all
enhanced by excellent food and drink.
The second day
Day two began with Jacob Forsell's presentation of his new Jussi picture book.
Being John Forsell's grandson, he had unprecedented access to some never-beforeseen correspondence and photographs.
A most touching such letter was an
apology written by Jussi in the summer of
I929 after some misbehavior at Forsell's
"singers' camp" at his summer place. The
genuine contrition and regret are apparent
in the words that Jussi used in the letter, a
facsimile of which appears in the book.
Mr. Forsell shared many rare photos of
Jussi and his family during the presentation, interspersed with musical examples,
readings from the book, and anecdotes
from Jussi's life.
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Mr. Forsell discussed Jussi's friendship
with Set Svanholm, a fellow tenor who
would later go on to become director of
the Royal Swedish Opera between 1958
and 1963; his most frequent collaborator
on the podium, Nils Grevillius; and the
respect afforded Jussi by Arturo Toscanini,
who once during rehearsals for the Verdi
Requiem stilled his baton, and when Jussi
stopped singing entreated: "sing Bjorling
- just sing! I'll follow you!"
The book consists of four primary sections: an essay written by Bjorn Ranelid;
the beautifully restored photographs and
reproduction facsimiles by Jacob Forsell; a
chronology compiled and presented by
Harald Henrysson and Roger Alderstrand;
and an accompanying CD which contains
music, two interviews, and a complete
chronology in PDF form. Unfortunately,
Mr. Forsell has been unable to find a US
partner to publish the book in English
translation, but has not given up hope.
In the next presentation, Stephen
Hastings gave his always trenchant observations about Jussi's singing and the little
evidence that is available about his
physical characterizations in opera roles.
Unfortunately, no video recordings
exist of him in a live opera performance
(save for brief silent snippets from San
Francisco). Jussi was not an all-around
theatrical talent as Callas, Tibbett, and
Chaliapin are so often described, but the
Rigoletto excerpts from the Ed Sullivan
Show present Jussi as a complete theatrical
artist. It may have helped that the musical
director for this performance was Fausto
Cleva. The photographic evidence of Jussi
in various roles conveys the characters in
a convincing way. This is further borne
out by anecdotes of his late colleague
Elisabeth Soderstrom with whom he
performed in Faust and Manon Lescaut.
Of course, the most convincing and easily demonstrable evidence remains Jussi's
vocal acting - the way in which words and
music are conveyed. Stephen demonstrated

through recording excerpts a number of
examples ofJussi's supreme art: the melancholy apparent in Massenet's "Elegie" his
use of legato, portamenti, and timbre which
manages to surpass the violin soloist; Paris's
aria from La belle Helene (recorded 1938)
which exhibits an ebullient quality; the
convincing portrayal of a young man in
love from the 1936 Vienna Faust; the 1940
studio recording of "An die Leier" which
demonstrates the conflicting nature of the
artist. Stephen provided many other fine
examples too numerous to detail, here, but
certainly Jussi's 1947 Romeo, stylish and
spectacular, must be mentioned. The third
act scene after the death of Mercutio and
the revenge killing of Tybalt is perhaps the
greatest scene in his greatest recorded role,
with a spectacularly executed high Cat the
climax. Can anyone doubt Jussi's vocal acting after hearing this scene? Impossible!
Stephen Hastings' upcoming book surveying all of Jussi's recordings sounds like
it will be a tour de force. He certainly has
spent a great deal of time and effort on it. I
count myself among those who eagerly
await its publication next Spring.

The London Boheme
Dr. Richard Copeman discussed the circumstances surrounding the 1960 London
Boheme, and the latest available medical
information which sheds light on Jussi's
medical condition. Dr. Copeman is not
only president of the Jussi Bjorling
Appreciation Society, which incidentally is
celebrating its 25th anniversary, but is a
medical doctor.
Needless to say, there was much anticipation ofJussi's return to Covent Garden
after an absence of21 years. The theater
management charged double for tickets
and to add to the excitement, the Queen
Mother and other royalty were scheduled
to attend the performance of the much
beloved Bjorling in this much beloved
opera.

March 15, 1960 (the Ides of March!)
was to be henceforth known as the "heart
attack" performance. Dr. Copeman informed us that it was not actually a heart
attack (a myocardial infarction) but rather
an arrhythmia-a condition that Jussi had
been suffering from since 1957. Jussi felt
unwell about five minutes before curtain,
the symptoms of which point toward a
condition known as atrial flutter-more
serious than atrial fibrillation. The heart
can race to more than 200 beats per
minute, but can self- correct within a few
minutes, as was the case on this fateful
evening.
About 30 minutes after the curtain was
supposed to go up, the audience began its
rhythmic clapping, which was finally quieted by the appearance of Covent Garden
General Manager, David Webster, informing them about Jussi's "heart attack;' but
relaying Jussi's desire to perform so as not
to disappoint them. The curtain finally
rose 36 minutes late. Jussi managed to get
through the performance to general acclaim, as did an excellent ensemble consisting of Rosanna Carteri, Marie Collier,
and Geraint Evans.
Dr. Copeman went on to discuss the
latest available information about Jussi's
medical condition as outlined in a paper
recently published by a Dr. Rosenqvist (a
well-known Swedish cardiologist). Quinidine had been prescribed to treat angina,
but it is a medication no longer generally
used because of possible toxicity especially
if used in conjunction with digitalis,
which had also been prescribed for Jussi
for treatment of atrial fibrillation. Such
was the state of medical science in the late
1950s and early 1960s.
Dr. Simon Williams gave a thoughtprovoking presentation on "The Stage Persona ofJussi Bjorling;' but he necessarily
concentrated on Jussi's vocal characterizations, in large part by comparing examples
of arias sung by J~vi in contrast to the
same aria sung by his contemporaries. He

Keynote speaker Andrew Farkas, editor Jacob
Forsell, and speaker Walter Rudolph hang
together at dinner

Featured speaker Sherrill Milnes instructs
youngsters Nathan Matticks and Johnathan
White

included performances by Corelli,
Bergonzi, and di Stefano, in which he
compared, contrasted, and commented
upon the unique qualities inherent in each.
Frankly, to my ears, these head-to-head
comparisons against Jussi's performances,
leave the others wanting-some more so
than others.
Dr. Williams went on to discuss the
unique qualities ofJussi's sound, characterized by a youthfulness which he never
lost, and uncomplicated feeling. Jussi
possessed an operatic persona that mixed
restraint, heat, passion, buoyancy and
simplicity. He never underperformed, as
the aural record indicates. Accounts of his
acting on the operatic stage are generally
disappointing, but Dr. Williams asks,
"Are they relevant?" Surely the operatic
actor takes cues from the music, first,
rather than psychological motivations.
Dr. Williams left us to ponder his theory that Jussi's voice has what he describes
as "negative energy- a voice that speaks
to us differently- that draws us in, rather
continued on page 1
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than coming out to meet us. His sound
kindles our imagination and allows us to
project our own interpretation of the operatic character." Perhaps magnetic energy
would be the better term. His voice draws
me into a world of personal reflection and
emotional resonance.
The conference activities for the second
day ended with the Swedish television
documentary "Sagan om Jussi (The Tale of
Jussi)." The program was excellent. It was
very moving to see the Bjorling children
discuss the problems and challenges of
their father, and how it affected them. One
hopes that eventually it will be released on
DVD with the English subtitles, as we saw
it in Bjorling Hall.

Lensky's Aria from Jussi's incomparable last
concert.
On Saturday morning, Harald Henrysson discussed the history of his Phonography and Chronology; its origins; the latest
version on CD included with the Jacob
Forsell book; plans for a website updatable
with the latest information (coming this
fall); and some of the intricacies of
archival record keeping. He also played
examples from more recently unearthed
recordings, including an undated recording of unknown origin discovered in
Jussi's writing desk in the attic of a former
residence-a duet sung with Anna-Lisa
of "Will you remember?': from Sigmund
Romberg's Maytime.

And on to some music

The final day

The gala concert that evening was varied
and interesting, featuring a score of performances by Swedish and American professionals and up-and-coming students
from the College of Charleston. Anders
Bjorling acted as master of ceremonies,
introducing the artists and their selections.
Space prevents me from discussing each
performance in detail, but some highlights
included "Jeanie with the light brown hair;'
as sung by Johnathan White; the exquisite
"Mon coeur s'ouvre a ta voix;' as interpreted by lngrid Tobiasson; a passionately
performed 'J\lla vita che t'arride" sung by
Bengt Krantz; a "Stouthearted men" as sung
by David Templeton, that would have made
Nelson Eddy proud; the rousing "Till havs"
vividly performed by Mats Carlsson; and
the duet which will forever be associated with
Jussi and his great friend Robert Merrill,
"Au fond du temple saint;· affectingly sung
by Johnathan White and Nathan Matticks.
All the singers returned to the stage for
another ovation and to lead the standing
audience in an enthusiastic rendition of
"Land, du viilsignade'.' Anders completed
the evening by playing "I fjarran land" and

Walter Rudolph reprised parts of his centenary memorial broadcast on KBYU "Just Jussi: A Centennial Celebration;•
originally aired on February 5, 20 I 1. This
far-reaching tribute included the recital of
two poems about Jussi; a recorded reminiscence of the recently departed Giorgio
Tozzi which was recorded in 1980; the late
Chicago critic Claudia Cassidy reading her
well-written obituary ofJussi; and of
course, highlights from the recently issued
"Jussi Bjorling Live" four-CD set, a discussion of which had opened the conference.
The final speaker at the conference was
the venerable Sherrill Milnes, who spoke
about the "Verdi baritone:• and in particular Leonard Warren. He was introduced by
Barry Crawford, president of the Leonard
Warren Foundation. Mr. Crawford made
note that Leonard Warren and Jussi performed together thirty times, in addition
to recordings. and that they were both
born in 1911 and died in 1960.
Sherrill Milnes's career at the Metropolitan Opera spanned some 652 performances between 1965 and 1997, with
recordings bet\'i.:t:n 1967 and 1996. His
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connection to Leonard Warren was
through Milnes's teacher, Andy White,
who studied with Sydney Dietch at the
same time as Warren. Milnes's one opportunity to see his vocal hero in recital in
Des Moines was passed up for a dance
band gig he had been offered. As a young
college student perpetually short of cash,
he thought he would have many other
chances to see him, but that was not to be.
There was an extended Q & A session
in which Mr. Milnes held forth in the
most engaging and many times amusing
manner, with a plethora of anecdotes
about colleagues and performances. It
came to light that Mr. Milnes had seen
Jussi perform in Trovatore in Chicago, but
wasn't really aware of the significance of
the event.
There was a lovely closing banquet that
evening with excellent food, some brief
tributes from the podium, but mostly devoted to eating, drinking, and socializing.
It was such a pleasure to see many familiar faces from previous JBS conferences
and events, a little bit older, but none the
worse for wear. Some new members and
first-time attendees assimilated very
quickly into our highly devoted and specialized society. The collegial atmosphere,
the common areas of our dormitory hall,
and the fact that we shared nearly all our
meals in the excellent facilities of Gustavus Adolphus, all conspired to make
conversations flow easily, with the forging
of new connections an inevitable consequence. Certainly, it was one of the most
memorable and especially meaningful
events in the history ofJBS. Long may
Jussi reign!
Note: due to space constraints, this article has
been abridged. The full article will appear in
the Feb. 2012 issue ofthe Journal, which will be
devoted to the centenary.
All St. Peter photos courtesy of Anders Bjiirling.

Centennial events begin!

From the left: Robert Manderson, new Secretary and news editor of the Jussi Bjorling
Appreciation Society, Raymond Bjorling, Eric Wimbles, /BAS President Richard Copeman and
pianist Joakim Andersson.

ighlights of the "official" start of
centennial year celebrations included an exciting concert on
Feb. 5th hosted by the British JB Appreciation Society featuring Raymond Bjtirling
and pianist Joakim Andersson. At about
the same time, the review of JB LIVE appeared in Gramophone magazine, written
by the ailing John Steane. Mr. Steane, who
had spoken at the Swedish Congress was a
long-time supporter of all of the efforts of
the Societies, and his incisiveness and
enormous reservoir of experience and
judgment cannot be duplicated.

H

Borlange celebrates!
The Scandinavian Society held its annual
meeting at the Bjorling Museum on the
5th of February. Harald Henrysson and
Roger Alderstrand received this year's
Society prize for their diligent and productive research on the earliest part of the
Bjorling boys' career.
Before the meeting, we all assembled at
the Jussi statue in Jussi Bjtirlings Torg
(square) where we were addressed by
Goran Forsling, head of the centennial
committee, and treated to Land du valsignade by Mats Carlsson. Mats gave a

Two chilly tenors (and Goran Forsling).

lovely and intimate concert in the Mission
Church after the meeting.

Bryn Terfel, bad boy and Jussiphile
Bryn Terfel gave his well-practiced "bad
boys of opera" concert at the Stockholm
concert hall on February 23rd. Before
starting the second half recital of assorted
devils and villains, Terfel spoke warmly
of what an honor it was for him to sing at
an event dedicated to Bjorling's memory.
The concert was quite grand, as Terfel
was accompanied by a full orchestra
and chorus. ■

Bluebell Grona Lund box, New Naxos box, New box from Sony
our Society supported Bluebell Records in producing this elegant and very welcome 3-CD set ofJB's complete Grona Lund recordings. The recordings have been carefully remastered, and are heard at the correct pitches and in wonderful sound. Copies of the
set are available from the JBS-USA at $30 + $5 shipping.
Sony has released a cleverly packaged set of JB's RCA LP recording issues, all now on CD. The set includes all of the RCA song and aria
collections, as well as opera excerpts (one CD per opera) from the RCA complete opera recordings. There are 14 CDs in the set, including
the magnificent "Jussi Bjoerling in Song;' LM 1771.
Naxos is preparing to issue an 11-CD box which will include ali vi their "JB Collection;' plus one new CD, currently being worked on.
The set should be issued during the Swedish centennial conference in early September. ■

Y
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Jussi Bjorling Memorial and Centennial events-2011
August 13 Stockholm, Skansen, Solliden.

September 11 Varbcrg. Jussi Bjorling me-

(sop), arranged by the Swedish Church.

Jussi Bjorling memorial concert with tenors

morial concert by Mais Carlsson (ten) & Love

October 13 Lahti(s) (Finland), Sibeliushuset

Gwyn Hughes Jones, Joachim Backstrom &

Derwinger (piano). JB presentation by Berti!

(Sibelius House). "I Jussi Bjorlings fotspar (In

Markus Pettersson. JB presentation by Berti!

Bengtsson.

the Footsteps of JB)". Concert with Mikael

Bengtsson.

September 11 Stromsbruk. "Jussifest" lec-

Weinius (ten) & Lahti(s) Symphony Orchestra,

August 14 (17:00) Strangnas, Malsikers slott

ture by Yrsa Stenius.

cond. Santtu-Matias Rouvali, Preceded by

(Malsaker Palace).

September 1 S Vanersborg "Till minne av

presentation of JB's life by Yrsa Stenius.

Jussi Bjorling memorial concert by Mats Carls-

Jussi Bjorling (ln Memory ofJB)''. Lecture by

October 27 New York (NY, USA), Scandi-

son (ten) & musicians from Scenkonst Sorm-

Berti! Bengtsson, arranged by Humanistiska

navia House. Jussi Bjorling memorial concert

land.

fcirbundet.

by Mats Carlsson (ten) & Love Derwinger

August 18-21 Ljustero / Siaro. "Ljustero op-

September 17 Ostersund, Storsjoteatern.

(piano). JB presentation by Berti! Bengtsson.

erafestival till Jussi Bjorlings minne (Ljustero

Jussi Bjorling memorial concert with tenors

October/November USA: Philadelphia, PA

Opera Festival in memory of JB)".

Jan Lofgren, Hans Qvarfell & Bjorn Lofgren.

- Washington, DC, Kennedy Center -Washing-

August 18 (15:00), Siarosundet (Siaro

September 18 Karlshamn Jussi Bjorling me-

ton, DC, House of Sweden - East Greenwich,

Sound). Boat concert by Lars Bjorling and

morial concert by Mats Carlsson (ten) & Johan

RI. JB Memorial concerts by Mats Carlsson,

Oskar Bly (opening of festival).

Ullen (piano). JB presentation by Bjorn

presentation: Berti! Bengtsson (see above).

August 20 ( 15:00). Ljustero, Bygdegarden

Ranelid.

November S Ann Arbor (Ml, USA). JB Me-

(Community Hall). "En hyllning till Jussi Bjtir-

September 21 (19:30) Kalmar. Jussi Bjorling

morial concerts by Mats Carlsson, presenta-

ling (A Tribute to JBt Presentation by Berti!

memorial concert by Mats Carlsson (ten) &

tion: Berti! Bengtsson (see above).

Bengtsson and film.

Love Derwinger (piano). (Arrangement by

November 7 San Francisco (CA, USA),

August 21 (14:00) [preliminarily], Ljustero,

Kammarmusikfcireningen.)

Conservatory of Music. Jussi Bjorling memo-

Bygdegarden (Community Hall) "Erik Odde -

September 23 Hultsfreds kyrka (Church).

rial concert by Mats Carlsson (ten) & Heidi

Folkets Jussi" ("Erik Odde - The People's

Jussi Bjorling memorial concert by Mats Carls-

Melton (sop).

Jussi"). Popular concert with Fredrik de Jounge

son (ten) & Bo Ingelberg (piano).

(ten).

September 26 Zurich (Switzerland), ZKO-

Novem her 18 Borlange, Stora Tuna kyrka
(Church). Jussi Bjorling memorial concert with

September 2 (19:00). Stockholm, Operan

Haus. Jussi Bjorling memorial concert with

soloists and the Dalarna Sinfonietta.

(Royal Opera House). Jussi Bjtirling memorial

Malin Hartelius (sop), Mats Carlsson (ten) &

November 29 Ljusdal - November 30. Ho-

concert. Singers include tenors Jonas Kaufmann,

Bengt Krantz (bar). Introductory Jussi Bjorling

fors - December 14. Angelholm.

Lars Cleveman and Michael Weinius; cond.

presentation (in German) by Harald Henrys-

Jussi Bjorling memorial concerts by Mats

Stefan Solyom.

son. Host: Stefan Olmars.

Carlsson (ten) & Love Derwinger (piano).

September 3-4 Stockholm & Borlange.

September 27 Stockholm, Lakaresallskapet

Jussi Bjtirling conference (in Swedish and Eng-

(Physicians' Society). "Konst - lakekonst (Art

lish). Includes presentation by Anders Wall of

- Medicine)''. Program about Jussi Bjorling

T'1is list was compiled by Harald Henrysson.

Kungliga Teaterns Solisters Jussi Bjor-

with prof. Marten Rosenqvist & Jacob Forsell.

lingstipendium (The Royal Opera Soloists'

October 3 Kilafors. Jussi Bjorling memorial

I will be happy for additions or corrections:
hara1d.henrysson@tele2.se.

Jussi Bjorling Award) 2011.

concert by Mats Carlsson (ten) & Love Der-

September 8 (12:00-14:30) - October 27.

winger (piano).

Stockholm, Birkagardcn. "Guldstrupen - Jussi

October 4 Sandviken. Jussi Bjorling memo-

Bjorlings !iv och karriar (The Golden Throat -

rial concert by Mats Carlsson (ten) & Love

JB's Life and Career)''. course led by Teddy

Derwinger (piano).

Lundberg.

October 8 ( 18:00) Lausanne (Switzerland),

September 10 Stromsbruk, Stromshall.

l:.glise du Prieure. "Jussi Bjorling i vara hjartan

"Jussifest'' concert with Ingrid Tobiasson

(JB in Our Heart~;•: Memorial concert with
Carry Persson (bar) & Petra Pietschmann

(mezzo), Nils Olsson (ten) & Bengt Krantz (bar).
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Writing about Jussi's Recordings,
by Stephen Hastings

Stephen Hastings

n his 1945 autobiography Jussi Bjiirling advocated setting up a national
archive of sound recordings. There is
thus no doubting his awareness of the significance of his own legacy in this field, as
well as that of earlier singers like Caruso.
The Neapolitan of course was the tenor
who influenced the adult Bjiirling more
than any other, and in writing a fulllength study ofJussi's most significant
recordings-building on the invaluable
research undertaken by Harald Henrysson
for his PHONOGRAPHY- I have come
across multiple examples of that influence.
Comparison, not only with Caruso but
also with tens of other tenors, plays a fundamental role in my book, and has made
it possible to see Bjiirling's career within
the broader context of tenor singing in the
20th century, helping me to assess more
objectively his specific qualities as an interpreter in a very broad repertoire (the
principal chapters range from Adam to
Wagner). And of course it has been

I

equally instructive to compare the Bjorling
of the 1950s with his earlier self. Sometimes the singer in his forties seems unable to match his earlier achievements
(his 1930s recordings ofBeethoven's
"Adelaide'; Meyerbeer's "O paradiso" and
Verdi's II trovatore were in some ways
never surpassed). In other contexts maturity-which brought with it a denser and
sometimes darker lower-middle registerresulted in a greater psychological awareness. This is particularly true of the music
of Puccini, whose erotic undercurrents in
some ways eluded the younger Bjorling.
Jussi's performances as Cavaradossi and
Des Grieux continued to improve right up
to 1959. Other times his interpretative
path seems to move in a circle: the Garden
Scene in his final Met Faust in 1959 echoes
delightfully the fragrant lyricism of his
broadcast from Vienna twenty-two years
earlier.
It would be mistaken however to think
of these developments in terms of conscious interpretative decisions. Bjiirling
had one of the most refined musical sensibilities of the 20th century (combined
with a voice capable of expressing that
refinement to a rare degree), but his
phrasing was largely instinctive. This was
especially true in recital, where there is no
doubt that it was Jussi who dictated the
tempi, while in opera and concert performances he could be quite strongly influenced by the conductor and the overall
musical context. Notice for example how
the spacious tempi of Tor Mann in broadcast arias by Puccini and Mascagni (194445) are exploited by the tenor to explore
different facets of the music. He also adds
extra portamenti •" aintain the architec-

tural solidity of those arias at a slower
pace. And he was clearly inspired by the
presence of a great musician on the
podium, as his performances with
Toscanini, De Sabata, Mitropoulos and
Beecham demonstrate.
Bjorling's impeccable sense of style
derived not from any real historical
knowledge of performance practice but
from his ability to understand the music
from within, drawing inspiration from the
instrumental accompaniment. In the
1930s his mezza voce often had the haunting quality of a woodwind instrument of
surpassing beauty. The sweetness of his
phrasing in Gounod's "Salut! demeure"
and Massenet's "Elegie" matches that of
the solo violin, while in "Adelaide" or
Mozart's "II mio tesoro" the pearly purity
of the piano accompaniment is echoed to
uniquely satisfying effect.
Writing about vocal performances has
always been a challenge: in this book I try
on the one hand to describe as objectively
as possible what Bjiirling does in musical
terms (regarding such things as duration,
volume, pitch, diction and embellishments), while at the same time interpreting
the emotional effect of his phrasing as
freely as I think necessary, without any
diplomatic adjustments of tone, in the
hope however that at least some of my
impressions will mesh creatively with the
reader's own.
THE BJORLING SOUND: A RECORDED
LEGACY, by Stephen Hastings, will be
published in the late Fall by Boydell and
Brewer. ■
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Last chance for Swedish
memorial concert and
conference!
ost of you have received a special
mailing from JBS-USA in early
July about these upcoming events,
but there is clearly something very special
about being in Sweden for the centennial
celebrations of the great Bji:irling. The Scandinavian Society has put together an exciting
program which will take us close to some of
the high points of Jussi's brilliant career.
On Friday, September 2nd, there will be a
gala concert at the Royal Swedish Opera,
"Jussi Bjorling in Memoriam;' with leading
Swedish singers and acclaimed German tenor
Jonas Kaufmann. Goran Forsling, administrator of the Bjorling jubilee committee, is
still holding a few tickets and can be reached at
verbator@telia.com. There are still some
hotel rooms available for the conference.
The Stockholm events will take place
Saturday, September 3rd, and Sunday the 4th,
and will feature colleagues' recollections ofJB,
discussions of his vocal technique and career,
as well as panel discussions on sound
restoration, and a talk by Stephen Hastings
based on his upcoming book, THE BJ◊R
LING SOUND. Walter Rudolph will talk
about JB- in the US, and there will be a bus
tour ofJB performance venues in Stockholm.
This part of the conference will be conducted
in English. A comfortable bus will transport
attendees to Borlange on Sunday evening.
On Monday the 5th there will be a group
visit to Jussi's grave and Stora Tuna Church.
Later, at the Jussi Bji:irling Museum, Stephen
Hastings will be joined by JBS recordings
editor, Kristian Krogholm and other critics,
for a wide-ranging discussion of the Bji:irling
art. Harald Henrysson will describe his work
on the comprehensive Bjorling database.
The day will conclude with a concert and
dinner for attendees and local visitors. ■
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News from Voxna
The road leading from the main highway past the Voxna church has now been renamed Bji:irlings vlig (Bjorling Way). It was previously Nybrovagen (New Bridge
Way) and is about a kilometer long. The name change was primarily the work of
Cultural Commissioner Carina Isaaksson, who had worked with the Scandinavian
Society in search of a way to commemorate the Bjorling centennial. The new street
was officially opened by provincial governor Barbro Holmberg. ■

UK Society President Richard Copeman and speaker Simon Williams find common ground

